
NEWSLETTER – MARCH 2015

Chairman's Report.

Another month has gone by and still there has been very little progress made to improve the conditions of

the premises that has been offered to us by the Northmead Mall owners and management company. As a

Mall Manager has not as yet been appointed, there is nobody to take the necessary actions to get things

done. 

With regards to our space, much of the equipment and rubbish has been removed, but there is still a lot to

be done to make it tidy. There are few more items that need to be removed, the floor needs to be swept,

lights need to be installed and a power point needs to be supplied. 

There is a possibility that a new tenant ( Cash Converters ) will take up occupancy in the space allocated to

our club. It is yet to be seen if they will require the entire space or part thereof for their shop. Should they

want to occupy the entire space, we will have to look for a new home for our club, and if they only require

part of the area, the Property management have agreed to put up a dry wall and ceilings with lights for us. A

decision should be reached by Friday 13th and the result communicated to Colin soon thereafter. 

Colin received a phone call from the portfolio manager requesting that the club puts up a permanent display

in the Mall as an attraction for visitors and shoppers to the Mall. 

As a result of the above developments, a small committee meeting was held on Sunday 8th February and the

actions to be taken are highlighted below.

Action Plan. 

As it may take a while for the mall employees to get things done, it has been decided that we must get

together and hold work sessions to clean up our area and start setting up the layouts so that we can at least

run trains. 

We will therefore need as many volunteers to come in on Sunday 15th March to help sweep the floor, move

all the rubbish that does not belong to us out of our area and then start setting up the layout. We are aware

that without a ceiling there will be a fair amount of dust that can settle on the layout but we will find a way

to cover the layout with plastic sheeting. 

Further requirements can be actioned or discussed by those members who can attend on Sunday 15th.

 



Layout Visit

On Sunday March 1st, the members of Emrig were kindly invited to see another model train enthusiasts

home layout. This time it was the amazing HO Scale, Union Pacific empire of Erich Dokoupil. 

Erich explained that this is his sixth or seventh layout that he is in the process of building and that the

progress he has made to the current layout so far has taken him approximately seven years to complete.

The layout is on two levels connected by a helix at each end to give a continuous run on a double main line

in a train room that measures approximately ten meters by four meters. 

Erich is a true fan of the Union Pacific and gave the club members a small introductory talk about the history

of the Union Pacific and in particular, the small area of the Union Pacific's vast network that he has chosen to

replicate.   

The top level is prototypical and features the Union Pacific Yard in Cheyenne Wyoming. The time period that

Erich has modelled spreads over the 1950's and 1960's so the transition from the Giant steam locomotives to

the first generation diesel locomotives is clearly evident. 

The above photo illustrates the yard of Cheyenne with the roundhouse and steam locomotive service

facilities. 

Cheyenne was a crucial hub of the Union Pacific for freight crossing the continent and in its time housed one

of Union Pacific's largest steam locomotive repair and service facilities at the time. 

While we were there, Erich had four long freight trains running at one time, and needless to say, the trains

ran flawlessly. The layout is controlled by a Digitrax system with DT400 throttles plugged in to control the

locomotives. 

Equally impressive were the numerous train display cases on show in the pub adjacent to the train room that

were filled with a huge collection of Union Pacific steam and diesel locomotives, young and old. 

 



Erich mentioned that the equally large and impressive lower level is free lanced. It was closed in at one point

and was intended to serve as hidden staging. Erich found that the trains were therefore out of sight for too

long while on this level and in the two large radius three to four turn helices, hence the decision to open it

up and add lighting. There is still much scenery to be done on the lower level but this will come in time. 

The advantage of this lower level being open and well lit is that additional trains can be parked and staged

in the open for future moves. 

The lower level comprises of very little scenery but at one stage was intended to serve as hidden staging. 

Apart from the two big yards positioned one above the other, the trains make there way through impressive 

country and mountain regions before cleverly moving out off sight as they go into the helices to make their 

way to the other level. 

The double mainline passes through a mountainous diorama. 



The caboose of large freight that has exited a helix on its way across the upper level. 

A visit to see a layout such as this one is an inspiration to start a layout of ones own, or to get back to work 

on an existing layout that has been standing idle for too long. 

A big thank you goes out to Erich from the members who attended the visit on the day...

Scale versus Gauge – an article contributed by Johan Leefling.

Many train modelers confuse scale with gauge and with one another.

Scale is a description of the size of a model in relation to its full size counterpart. 

The model can be expressed in a number of ways. 

A  ratio  of  1:87 means that  one  unit  on the model  represents  87units  on the  full  size  object.  Railway

modelers use letters and ratios. HO for example is 3.5mm to the foot. 

To add confusion HO refers to two different things namely a scale or modeling ratio and a track gauge. Scale

or modeling ratio can be defined as the size of the final model in relation to the prototype. 

The track gauge is the distance between the rails, and HO gauge rails are spaced 16.5mm apart.

This represents the standard gauge of 4’ 8½” used by most railways across America; Europe; Great Britain

and now even our own Gautrain in Gauteng.

HO, both scale and gauge, was brought over from England to America more then 60 years ago. In the

heydays the most popular model railroad size was “O” gauge (7mm to the foot, tinplate models) and by

halving that size the British came up with “Half O Gauge” hence the name HO. As the British prototype

rolling stock is smaller in size to the Europeans prototype rolling stock, the British modeling ratio [scale] was

decreased. However the track gauge remained common world wide.

Yet today European manufactures have adapted 1:87 scale i.e., HO and the British had stuck to 1:76 scale

i.e.; ”OO” which works out to 4mm to the foot.

This also applies to “N” gauge because British model rolling stock is slightly bigger then the European model

rolling stock.

If I am not mistaken British scale is, 1:148 and European is 1:160.

Attached is a diagram as adapted from Nem 010.

The yellow band across indicates the most popular scale being 1:87 but showing the various commercial 

gauges available in the hobby.

The American narrow gauge of HOn3 which is 10.5 mm track is not on the diagram.



Club Diary. 

The following activities are planned for this year. All will be confirmed via e-mail before the set date. 

March 15th – Clean up work party at Northmead Mall.

March 22nd – Layout visit – Andreas Kappmeier, Sasolburg. 

May 30th – Emrig Swap Meet at Northmead Mall. 

May 31st – Layout visit – Glynn Chamberlain, Benoni 

August 29th – Emrig Swap Meet at Northmead Mall. 

Dec 12th – Emrig Swap Meet at Northmead Mall. 

Membership Matters. 

The clubs committee is presently in the process of updating the clubs member database to get an accurate

picture of  how the overall membership stands. 
We would also like to update the contact details so that we can get all the club activities and news sent to

those members who would like to remain informed. If you are not getting this information first hand, please

contact Colin and Goeff to ensure that your information with us is correct. 

I would like to remind members that the yearly subs of R400 is now due “ for those still outstanding “.  A

reminder that paid up members receive all the clubs benefits.  

These funds are important to the club and will go a long way in helping make the facilities at the club and
equipment on the layouts more enjoyable. This cash can be paid to the treasurer at the club, or deposited in

a bank account. Please e-mail Goeff for the details. 

Contact details :-

Chairman – Colin Tanner-Tremaine – cttremaine@mweb.co.za – 0828280665

Secretary – Peter Fish – pfish@absamail.co.za

Treasurer – Goeff Kingsburgh – kingclan@iburst.co.za

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain – glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com

Editor – Kevin Chamberlain – kevin.ebotse@gmail.com 


